
There is a place we've all been that has no map. It's that place that's not quite asleep but it 
certainly isn't awake. It's a twilight place where images are strong and feeling pervades. The 
night has already given up its hold on this side of the world and the sun is preparing to rise over 
the horizon once again. The sun will anchor us surely in the day. Until then, things happen that 
aren't quite occurring in the night and certainly haven't taken place in the coming day. This is 
what a young girl's mind does this morning. It dances with impressions and images, pieces of 
nonsense. She feels strongly without having to attach to the world but she has quite left all her 
night's dreams behind her. 

There is awareness in her. She knows she isn't dreaming and she knows she isn't awake. She also 
knows to pay attention. She's already learned that this is a place of deep importance. It was about 
four years ago in this place that a silent voice inside her told her to pay attention for the first 
time. 

Hush Esk, something important is going on. Don't look, just see. 

A voice is singing. In this place of mingling sensations, she interprets it as a deep blue melody. 
The luminous syllables drift around her mind. The girl knows this voice as a recent friend. She 
opens her mind to it and sees a flash of an image. The sound becomes like a web. She wonders 
what a web of words would become in the waking world. 

A useful knowledge, she thinks. A keeper. 

She opens her heart to the song and watches as the glyphs shine and inscribe themselves on her 
core self. The bright fresh feeling she had grown accustomed to, was fading. That always made 
her a little sad, as though someone had turned her away from her own home. 

As she turned away from that place inside intent on waking, she becomes aware of the sound of 
another. This one is not the sound of a new friend, nor an old one. This voice is new and it 
awakens a fear inside her. 

She falls into a sense of darkness and immensity. That isn't quite true; though it was a darkness 
that infused her inside, she gets an impression of a light that is somehow…wrong. She always 
thought of the deep blue light that sung words into her heart as genuinely benevolent. This new 
voice possesses a light that is dark and big. The enormity of it makes her feel that even a portion 
of its full force held the potential to decimate her sense of safety. Its song would be a cold 
oppressive wind that drove down all who got in its way. 

The mind of the young girl quails. Had she a breath in this place, it would surely catch in her 
throat. The sound of this entity is beyond malevolence, beyond evil. It is huge and cold and 
wrong. It is an affront to the natural order. As it grows in force, she feels an effort impressed 
upon her young mind. Gravity pulls her in the direction of the voice, away, and she is struck with 
certainty that she will be overwhelmed with terror should she be forced to look upon its owner. 
As though it were waiting just behind her, looming, a body in the deep space of this place 
traverses into her view. As it takes over her entire view, she struggles to make sense of what she 
sees and it looks as though winds of storms beyond her ability to grasp have clung together in 
violent desperation. Joined in a never-ending sphere of movement so harsh it was almost painful 



to gaze upon. As thick, suffocating dread rises to a crescendo, something catches in her mind's 
eye. A single piercing electric blue point of light momentarily twinkles. 
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